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A B S T R A C T
The quality control of fetal sonographic (FS) images is essential for the correct bio-
metric measurements and fetal anomaly diagnosis. However, quality control requires
professional sonographers to perform and is often labor-intensive. To solve this prob-
lem, we propose an automatic image quality assessment scheme based on multi-task
learning to assist in FS image quality control. An essential criterion for FS image qual-
ity control is that all the essential anatomical structures in the section should appear full
and remarkable with a clear boundary. Therefore, our scheme aims to identify those
essential anatomical structures to judge whether an FS image is the standard image,
which is achieved by three convolutional neural networks. The Feature Extraction Net-
work aims to extract deep level features of FS images. Based on the extracted features,
the Class Prediction Network determines whether the structure meets the standard and
Region Proposal Network identifies its position. The scheme has been applied to three
types of fetal sections, which are the head, abdominal, and heart. The experimental
results show that our method can make a quality assessment of an FS image within less
a second. Also, our method achieves competitive performance in both the detection and
classification compared with state-of-the-art methods.
c© 2019 Elsevier B. V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Fetal sonographic (FS) examinations are widely applied in
clinical settings due to its non-invasive nature, reduced cost,
and real-time acquisition (Rueda et al., 2014). FS examinations
are consisted of first, second and third trimester examination,
and limited examination (AIUM, 2013), which covers a range
of critical inspections such as evaluation of a suspected ectopic
pregnancy (Chambers et al., 1990; Hill et al., 1990), and con-
firmation of the presence of an intrauterine pregnancy (Barn-
hart et al., 2011; Jeve et al., 2011; Thilaganathan, 2011). The
∗Corresponding author.
e-mail: hxcszhangbo@163.com (Bo Zhang)
screening and evaluation of fetal anatomy are critical during
the second and third trimester examinations. The screening is
usually assessed by ultrasound after approximately 18 weeks
gestational (menstrual) age. According to a survey (Murphy
et al., 2018), neonatal mortality in the United States in 2016
was 5.9 deaths per 1,000 live births, and birth defects are the
leading cause of infant deaths, accounting for 20% of all infant
deaths. Besides, congenital disabilities occur in one in every 33
babies (about 3% of all babies) born in the United States each
year. In this case, the screening and evaluation of fetal anomaly
will provide crucial information to families prior to the antici-
pated birth of their child on diagnosis, underlying etiology, and
potential treatment options, which can greatly improve the sur-
vival rate of the fetus. However, the physiological evaluation
of fetal anomaly requires well trained and experienced sonog-
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raphers to obtain standard planes. Although a detailed quality
control guideline was developed for the evaluation of standard
plane (Murphy et al., 2018), the accuracy of the measurements
is highly dependent on the operators training, skill, and experi-
ence. According to a study (Murphy et al., 2018), intraobserver
and interobserver variability exist in routine practice, and incon-
sistent image quality can lead to variances in specific anatomic
structures captured by different operators. Furthermore, in areas
where medical conditions are lagging, there is a lack of well-
trained doctors, which makes FS examinations impossible to
perform. To this end, automatic approaches for FS image qual-
ity assessment are needed to ensure that the image is captured
as required by guidelines and provide accurate and reproducible
fetal biometric measurements (Zhang et al., 2017b).
To obtain standard planes and assess the quality of FS im-
ages, it is necessary that all the essential anatomical structures
in the imaging should appear full and remarkable with clear
boundary (AIUM, 2013). For each medical section, there are
different essential structures. In our research, we consider three
medical sections: the heart section, the head section, and the
abdominal section. The essential structures corresponding to
these sections are given in Table 1. The list of essential anatom-
ical structures used to evaluate the image quality is defined by
the guideline (AIUM, 2013) and further refined by two senior
radiologists with more than ten years of experience of FS exam-
ination at the West China Second Hospital Sichuan University,
Chengdu, China. A comparison of standard and non-standard
planes can be illustrated in Fig. 1.
There are various types of challenges concerning the auto-
matic quality control of FS images. As illustrated in Fig. 2,
the main challenges can be divided into three types: the first
type is that the image usually suffers from the influence of noise
and shadowing effect, the second type is that similar anatomical
structures could be confused due to the low resolution of the im-
ages and the third type is that the fetal location during the scan-
ning is unstable which will cause the rotation of some anatom-
ical structure. The first type of challenges can only be solved
by using more advanced scanning machines, but we can tackle
the rest two challenges by a more scientific approach. Specif-
ically, we need to find an efficient feature extraction method,
which remains robust to the distinction between image rotation
and similar structures. In recent years, deep learning techniques
have been widely applied in many medical imaging fields due
to the technique’s stability and efficiency, such as anatomical
object detection and segmentation (Ghesu et al., 2016; Zhang
et al., 2017a; Ghesu et al., 2019) and brain abnormalities de-
tection (Kebir and Mekaoui, 2019; Sujit et al., 2019). A well-
designed neural network can efficiently extract the features for
classification and identification. In our approach, we firstly de-
sign a Feature Extraction Network (FEN) to extract deep level
features from FS images, then we feed the extracted features
to the region proposal network (RPN) and then to class predic-
tion network (CPN) to identify the region of interest (ROI) and
classification simultaneously. Besides, to further improve the
performance of our framework, we introduce a relation module
to fully utilize the relationship between the entire image and
each detected structure. In conclusion, our contribution can be
summarized as follows:
• An automatic fetal sonographic image quality control
framework is proposed for the detection and classification
of the two-dimensional fetal heart standard plane. Our
model is highly robust against the interference of image
rotation and similar structures, and the detection speed is
quite fast to meet the clinical requirements fully.
• We have introduced many recent advanced object detec-
tion technologies into our framework, such as relation
module, spatial pyramid pooling, etc. The results of detec-
tion and classification are quite promising compared with
state-of-the-art methods.
• Our framework is generalized and can be well applied to
other standard planes. We have shown the results when our
framework is applied to the abdominal and head standard
plane, which are quite competitive compared with other
existing advanced methods.
Table 1. Essential anatomical structures for different sections.
Section name Essential anatomical structure
Head section
Cavum septi pellucidi
Thalamus
Third ventricle
Brain midline
Lateral sulcus
Choroid plexus
Abdominal section
Stomach bubble
Spine
Umbilical vein
Aorta
Stomach
Heart section
Left ventricle
Left atrium
Right ventricle
Right atrium
Descending aorta
2. Related work
In recent years, with the rapid development of computer vi-
sion technology, many intelligent automatic diagnostic tech-
niques for FS images have been proposed. For example, Zehui
Lin et al. (Lin et al., 2019) proposed a multi-task convolutional
neural network (CNN) framework to address the problem of
standard plane detection and quality assessment of fetal head
ultrasound images. Under the framework, they introduced prior
clinical and statistical knowledge to reduce the false detection
rate further. The detection speed of this method is quite fast, and
the result achieves promising performance compared with state-
of-the-art methods. Zhoubing Xu et al. (Xu et al., 2018) pro-
posed an integrated learning framework based on deep learning
to perform view classification and landmark detection of the
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the standard plane (upper row) and non-standard plane (lower row) in three sections. (a)The lower abdominal FS image does not
show the umbilical vein. (b) The lower head FS image does not show the brain midline and the choroid plexus. (c) The lower heart FS image does not show
the left ventricle, left atrium, and descending aorta.
structures in the fetal abdominal ultrasound image simultane-
ously. The automatic framework achieved a higher classifica-
tion accuracy better than clinical experts, and it also reduced
landmark-based measurement errors. Lingyun et al. (Wu et al.,
2017) proposed a computerized FS image quality assessment
scheme to assist the quality control in the clinical obstetric ex-
amination of the fetal abdominal region. This method utilizes
the local phase features along with the original fetal abdomi-
nal ultrasound images as input to the neural network. The pro-
posed scheme achieved competitive performance in both view
classification and region localization. Cheung-Wen Chang et
al. (Chang et al., 2018) proposed an automatic Mid-Sagittal
Plane (MSP) assessment method for categorizing the 3D fe-
tal ultrasound images. This scheme also analyzes correspond-
ing relationships between resulting MSP assessments and sev-
eral factors, including image qualities and fetus conditions. It
achieves a correct high rate for the results of MSP detection.
Chandan et al. (Kumar and Shriram, 2015) proposed an auto-
matic method for fetal abdomen scan-plane identification based
on three critical anatomical landmarks: the spine, stomach, and
vein. In their approach, a Biometry Suitability Index (BSI) is
proposed to judge whether the scan-plane can be used for biom-
etry based on detected anatomical landmarks. The results of the
proposed method over video sequences were closely similar to
the clinical experts assessment of scan-plane quality for biom-
etry. Chen et al. (Chen et al., 2015) presented transfer learn-
ing frameworks to the automatic detection of different standard
planes from ultrasound imaging videos. The framework utilizes
spatio-temporal feature learning with knowledge transferred re-
current neural network (T-RNN) consisting of a deep hierarchi-
cal visual feature extractor and a temporal sequence learning
model. The experiment shows that its results outperform state-
of-the-art methods. Baumgartner et al. (Baumgartner et al.,
2017) proposed a novel framework based on convolutional neu-
ral networks to automatically detect 13 standard fetal views in
freehand 2-D ultrasound data and provide localization of the
anatomical structures through a bounding box. A notable inno-
vation is that the network learns to localize the target anatomy
using weak supervision based on image-level labels only. Nam-
buretea et al. (Namburete et al., 2018) proposed a multi-task,
fully convolutional neural network framework to address the
problem of 3D fetal brain localization, alignment to a referential
coordinate system, and structural segmentation. This method
optimizes the network by learning features shared within the
input data belonging to the correlated tasks, and it achieves a
high brain overlap rate and low eye localization error. However,
there are no existing automatic quality control methods for fe-
tal heart planes, and the detection accuracy of existing methods
on other planes is relatively low due to the use of the outdated
design of neural networks. Therefore, it is desirable to propose
a more efficient framework that can not only provide accurate
clinical assessment in fetal heart plane but can also increase the
detection accuracy in other planes.
3. Methods
The framework of our methods can be illustrated in Fig. 3.
First, the original image is smoothed by the Gaussian filter and
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Fig. 2. Illustration of different types of challenges. (a) The white arrows show the substantial interference of noise and shadowing effect. (b) In the upper
graph, the blue box represents the real brain midline, and the orange box is the confusing anatomical structure with a similar shape. In the lower figure,
the orange box represents the actual gallbladder, and the blue box represents the real umbilical vein. These two structures have a very similar shape. (c)
FS images with different fetal positions, which will cause significant variations for the appearance of the images.
inputted to FEN. Next, FEN will extract deep level features of
the image by the convolutional neural network and input to RPN
and CPN, respectively. Then, RPN will locate the position of
essential structures with the help of feature pyramid networks,
and CPN will judge whether the structures meet the standard as
well as predict the class. Last, the two networks will combine
information and output the final result. In this section, we will
briefly introduce the network structure and then elaborate on
the feature extraction, the ROI localization, and the structure
classification in detail.
3.1. Image Preprocessing
In this part, we mainly implement two operations. To protect
the personal information of the subject in FS imaging, we firstly
use the threshold method to remove the text in the image. Then
we use Gaussian filtering to reduce image noise.
Gaussian filtering is a linear smoothing filter that is suitable for
eliminating Gaussian noise and is widely used in the noise re-
duction process of image processing (Deng and Cahill, 1994).
Specifically, suppose I denotes the original image matrix, then
the processed image matrix Iσ can be computed by:
Iσ = I ∗Gσ (1)
where Gσ is two-dimensional Gaussian kernel, and defined by:
Gσ = 1/(2piσ)e
− x2+y2
2σ2 (2)
The two-dimensional Gaussian function is rotationally symmet-
rical; that is, the smoothness of the filter in all directions is the
same. This ensures that the Gaussian smoothing filter does not
bias in either direction, which benefits the feature extraction in
the following stage.
3.2. Feature Extraction Network
We use state of the art convolutional neural network tech-
niques to design our feature extraction network. The convolu-
tional neural network (CNN) has unique advantages in speech
recognition and image processing with its special structure of
local weight sharing, which can greatly reduce the number of
parameters and improve the accuracy of recognition (Ren et al.,
2017; Zhao et al., 2019; Dai et al., 2016). CNN typically con-
sists of pairs of convolutional layers, average pooling layers,
and fully connected (FC) layers. In the convolutional layer, sev-
eral output feature maps can be obtained by the convolutional
calculation between the input layer and kernel. Specifically,
suppose f nm denotes the mth output feature map in layer n, f
n−1
k
denotes the kth feature map in n−1 layer, Wnm denotes the kernel
generating that feature map, then we can get:
f nm = ReLu(
N∑
k=1
(Wnm ∗ f n−1k ) + bn) (3)
where bn is the bias term in nth layer, ReLu denotes rectified
linear unit, and is defined as: ReLu(x) =max(x, 0). It is also
worth mentioning that we use global average pooling (GAP)
instead of local pooling for pooling layers. The aim is to apply
GAP to replace the FC layer, which can regularize the structure
of the entire network to prevent overfitting (Lin et al., 2013).
The setting of the convolution layer is shown in Table 2:
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Fig. 3. The framework of our method. We train the network end-to-end to ensure the best performance. The framework contains three sections: Feature
Extraction Network (FEN), Region Proposal Network (RPN), and Class Prediction Network (CPN). The FEN will help to extract the deep-level features
of the image with the help of the relation module and Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP) layer, which is the input to RPN and CPN. The RPN will locate
the position of essential structures based on the anchors generated by Feature Pyramid Network (FPN), and the CPN will help to judge and classify the
structures. The final output will be a quality assessment of each essential structure and its location.
Table 2. The setting of convolutional layer.
Layer Kernal size Channel depth Stride
C1 3 128 2
C2 3 256 2
C3 3 512 2
C4 3 1024 2
C5 3 2048 2
To fully utilize relevant features between objects and further
improve detection accuracy, we introduce the relation module
presented by Han Hu. Specifically, firstly the geometry weight
is defined as:
wmnG = max{0,WG · εG( f mG , f nG)} (4)
Where f mG and f
n
G are geometric features, εG is a dimension lift-
ing transformation by using concatenation. After that, the ap-
pearance weight is defined as:
wmnA =
dot(WK f mA ,WQ f
n
A )√
dk
(5)
Where WK and WQ are the pixel weights from the previous net-
work. Then the relation weight indicating the impact from other
objects is computed as:
wmn =
wmnG · exp(wmnA )∑
k wknG · exp(wknA )
(6)
Lastly, the relation feature of the whole object set with respect
to the nth object is defined as:
fR(n) =
∑
m
wmn · (WV · f mA ) (7)
This module achieves a great performance in the instance recog-
nition and duplicate removal, which increases the detection ac-
curacy significantly.
The SPP layer we use here denotes the spatial pyramid pool-
ing (SPP) layer presented by Kaiming He (He et al., 2015).
Specifically, the response map after FC layer is divided into
1 × 1 (pyramid base), 2 × 2 (lower middle of the pyramid),
4 × 4 (higher middle of the pyramid), 16 × 16 (pyramid top)
four sub-maps and do max pooling separately. A problem with
the traditional CNN network for feature extraction is that there
is a strict limit on the size of the input image, this is because
there is a need for the FC layer to complete the final classifica-
tion and regression tasks, and since the number of neurons of
the FC layer is fixed, the input image to the network must also
have fixed size. Generally, there are two ways of fixing input
image size: cropping and wrapping, but these two operations
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either cause the intercepted area not to cover the entire target
or bring image distortion, thus applying SPP is necessary. The
SPP network also contributes to multi-size extraction features
and is highly tolerant to target deformation.
The design of Bottle Net borrows the idea of Residual Net-
works (He et al., 2016b). A common problem with deep net-
works is that gradient depth and gradient explosions are prone
to occur as the depth deepens. The main reason for this phe-
nomenon is the over-fitting problem caused by the loss of infor-
mation. Each convolutional layer or pooling layer will down-
sample the image, producing a lossy compression effect. With
network going deeper, some strange phenomena will appear in
these images, where different categories of images produce sim-
ilarly stimulating effects on the network. This reduction in the
gap will make the final classification effect less than ideal. To
let our network extract deeper features more efficiently, we add
the residual network structure to our model. By introducing the
data output of the previous layers directly into the input part of
the latter data layer, we introduce a richer dimension by com-
bining the original vector data and the subsequently downsam-
pled data. In this way, the network can learn more features of
the image.
3.3. ROI Localization with RPN
The RPN is designed to localize the ROI that encloses the
essential structures given in Table 1. To achieve this goal, we
first use a feature pyramid network (FPN) (Lin et al., 2017a) to
generate candidate anchors instead of the traditional RPN net-
work used in Faster-RCNN (Ren et al., 2017). FPN could con-
nect the high-level features of low-resolution and high-semantic
information with the low-level features of high-resolution and
low-semantic information from top to bottom so that features
at all scales have rich semantic information. Specifically, the
setting of FPN is shown in Table 3.
In the traning process, we define the metrics of intersection
Table 3. The setting of FPN.
Pyramid level Stride Size
3 8 32
4 16 64
5 32 128
6 64 256
7 128 512
over union (IoU) to evaluate the quality of ROI localization:
IoU = (A ∩ B)/(A ∪ B) (8)
where A is a computerized ROI and B is a manually labelled
ROI (Ground Truth). In the training preocess, we set the sam-
ples with IoU higher than 0.5 as positive samples, and IoU
lower than 0.5 as negative samples.
3.4. Class Prediction with CPN
For different sections, we use CPN to classify essential struc-
tures. For the head section, there are cavum septi pellucidi and
thalamus to be classified. For the abdominal section, there are
stomach bubble, spine, and umbilical vein to be classified. For
the heart section, there are left ventricle, left atrium, right ven-
tricle, and right atrium to be classified. To improve classifica-
tion accuracy, we choose focal loss (Lin et al., 2017b) as the
loss function. In the training process of the neural network, the
internal parameters are adjusted by the minimization of the loss
function of all training samples. The proposed focal loss en-
ables highly accurate dense object detection in the presence of
vast numbers of background examples, which is suitable in our
model. The loss function can be defined as:
FL(pt) = −(1 − pt)γlog(pt) (9)
where γ is the focusing parameter, and γ ≥ 0. pt is defined as:
pt =
{
p y = 1
1 − p otherwise
where y represents the truth label of a sample, and p repre-
sents the probability that the neural network predicts this class.
4. Experiments and results
In this section, we will start with a brief explanation of the
process of obtaining and making data sets for training and test-
ing. Then a systematic evaluation scheme will be proposed to
test the efficacy of our method in FS examinations. The eval-
uation is carried out in four parts. First, we investigate the
performance of ROI localization; we will use Mean Average
Precision (mAP) and box-plot to evaluate it. Second, we quan-
titatively analyze the performance of classification with com-
mon indicators: accuracy (ACC), specificity (Spec), sensitivity
(Sen), precision (Pre), F1-score (F1), and area of the receiver
of operation curve (AUC). Third, we demonstrate the accuracy
of our scheme when compared with experienced sonographers.
Fourth, we test the running time of detecting a single FS image.
4.1. Data preparation
All the FS images used for training and testing our model
were acquired from the West China Second Hospital Sichuan
University from April 2018 to January 2019. The FS images
were recorded with a conventional hand-held 2-D FS probe
on pregnant women in the supine position, by following the
standard obstetric examination procedure. The fetal gestational
ages of all subjects ranging from 20 to 34 weeks. All FS im-
ages were acquired with a GE Voluson E8 and Philips EPIQ 7
scanner.
There are, in total, 1325 FS images of the head section, 1321
FS images of the abdominal section, and 1455 FS images of the
heart section involved for the training and testing of our model.
The training set, validation set, and test set of each section are
all divided by a ratio of 3:1:1. The ROI labeling of essential
structures in each section is achieved by two senior radiologists
with more than ten years of experience in the FS examination
by marking the smallest circumscribed rectangle of the positive
sample. The negative ROI samples are randomly collected from
the background of the images.
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4.2. Evaluation metrics
For testing the performance of ROI localization, firstly, we
define the metrics of intersection over union (IoU) between pre-
diction and ground truth and use box-plots to evaluate ROI lo-
calization intuitively. As illustrated before, IoU is defined as:
IoU = (A ∩ B)/(A ∪ B) (10)
Where A is computerized ROI, and B is ground truth (manually
labeled) ROI. Second, we use average precision (AP) to quan-
titively evaluate the detection results of each essential anatomi-
cal structure and mean average precision (mAP) to illustrate the
overall quality of ROI localization.
To test the performance of classification results, we use several
popular evaluation metrics. Suppose T P represents the num-
ber of true positives of a certain class, FP is the number of
false positives, FN is the number of false negatives and T N is
the number of true negatives, then the definitions of accuracy
(ACC), specificity (Spec), sensitivity (Sen), precision (Pre) and
F1-score (F1) are as following:
ACC =
T P + T N
T P + FP + FN + T N
(11)
S pec =
T N
FP + T N
(12)
S en =
T P
T P + FN
(13)
Pre =
T P
T P + FP
(14)
F1 =
2T P
2T P + FN + FP
(15)
The area of the receiver of operation curve (AUC) is defined
as the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve, which is equivalent to the probability that a randomly
chosen positive example is ranked higher than a randomly cho-
sen negative example (Fawcett, 2006). To show the effective-
ness of advanced techniques we add to the framework, and two
different structures are also tested. Where NRM means the re-
moval of the relation module, and NSPP means the removal of
the Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP) layer in the feature extrac-
tion network. By comparing the difference in classification and
detection results, it is clear to see their impact on overall net-
work performance.
4.3. Results of ROI localization
To demonstrate the efficacy of our method in localizing the
position of essential anatomical structures in FS images, we
carry out the experimental evaluation in two parts. First, we use
box-plots to evaluate ROI localization intuitively. Second, we
use average precision (AP) and mean average precision (mAP)
to illustrate the quality of ROI localization quantitively.
For the head standard plane, as illustrated in the related work,
there is already a state-of-the-art method proposed for the qual-
ity assessment (Lin et al., 2019) (Denoted as Lin), so we have
compared its results with our method. Also, to show the ef-
fectiveness of advanced object detection techniques we add to
the network, our methods have also been compared with other
popular object detection frameworks, including SSD (Liu et al.,
2016), YOLO (Redmon et al., 2016; Redmon and Farhadi),
Faster R-CNN (Ren et al., 2017). The test of the effectiveness
of the relation module we add to the network is also carried
out, with Non-NM denoting the framework without the relation
module.
As shown in Fig. 4, our method has achieved a high IoU in
all three sections. Specifically, for the head section, the median
of IoU values in all the anatomical structures are above 0.955.
Also, for the heart section and the abdominal section, the me-
dian is above 0.945 and 0.938, respectively. Also, the minimum
of IoU values for all three sections are above 0.93. As a compar-
ison, the state-of-the-art framework for the quality assessment
of the fetal abdominal images proposed by Lingyun et al. (Wu
et al., 2017) has only achieved a median of below 0.9. It proves
the effectiveness of our method in localizing ROI.
As shown in Table 4, we observe that our method has the
highest mAP compared to the method proposed by Lin and
other popular object detection frameworks. Also, we have im-
proved the detection accuracy significantly in TV and CSP and
overcome the limitation in Lin’s method. This is because our
method could detect flat and smaller anatomical structures more
precisely. It is worth mentioning that after adding the relation
module to our network, the detection accuracy has been signif-
icantly improved in all the anatomical structures, which proves
the effectiveness of this module.
As shown in Table 5, since it is our first attempt to evaluate
the image quality in the heart section, so we have only com-
pared our method with state-of-the-art object detection frame-
works. We observe that our approach has the highest average
precision in all the anatomical structures. Also, as shown in Ta-
ble 6, we have achieved quite promising detection accuracy. It
proves that our framework is generalized and can be well ap-
plied to the quality assessment of other standard planes.
4.4. Results of classification accuracy
To illustrate the performance of our model in classifying the
essential anatomical structures, we firstly use area of receiver
(ROC) of operation curve to characterize the performance of
the classifier visually, then we use several authoritative indica-
tors to measure it quantitatively: accuracy (ACC), specificity
(Spec), sensitivity (Sen), precision (Pre) and F1-score (F1).
Also, to show the effectiveness of our proposed network in clas-
sification, we have compared our method with other popular
classification networks, including AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al.,
2012), VGG16, VGG19 (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014), and
ResNet50 (He et al., 2016a). The comparison with Lin’s
method is also carried out.
As shown in Fig. 5, it is observed that the classifier achieves
quite promising performance in all the three sections with the
true positive rate reaching 100% while the false positive rate is
less than 10%. Also, the ROC achieves at 0.96, 0.95, and 0.98
for the head section, abdominal section, and heart section, re-
spectively.
From Table 7, we can observe that the classification results of
our method are superior to other state-of-the-art methods. Spe-
cially, we achieve the best results with a precision of 94.63%, a
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(a) Head section (b) Heart section (c) Abdominal section
Fig. 4. Box-plots of IoU values for three sections. The three lines on each box represent the four quartiles of the IoU values.
Table 4. Comparisons about detection results between our method and other methods in head section.
Method TV BM T CP CSP LS mAP
SSD 40.56 82.75 72.61 54.21 62.43 75.41 64.66
YOLOv2 35.43 79.31 38.56 62.7 83.67 83.31 63.83
Faster R-CNN VGG16 73.56 94.65 93.41 80.59 87.35 94.78 87.39
Faster R-CNN Resnet50 72.48 95.4 92.78 85.47 84.71 95.31 87.69
Lin 82.5 98.95 93.89 95.82 89.92 98.46 93.26
Non-NM 71.42 94.38 89.92 82.45 86.78 92.45 86.23
Our Method 86.12 98.87 94.21 93.76 95.57 97.92 94.41
Table 5. Comparisons about detection results between our method and other methods in heart section.
Method RV RA LV LA DAO mAP
SSD 60.27 62.43 67.61 54.21 74.67 63.84
YOLOv2 71.31 69.39 71.56 62.7 90.74 73.14
Faster R-CNN VGG16 85.52 81.15 87.11 80.59 95.57 85.99
Faster R-CNN Resnet50 89.44 83.59 90.78 85.47 94.01 88.66
Non-NM 84.35 85.43 91.23 82.45 95.86 87.86
Our Method 93.03 95.71 95.65 93.76 97.34 95.10
Table 6. Comparisons about detection results between our method and other methods in abdominal secton.
Method ST UV SP AO mAP
SSD 80.74 83.43 76.23 62.13 75.63
YOLOv2 88.21 85.47 78.61 67.71 80
Faster R-CNN VGG16 90.25 92.15 88.72 82.54 88.42
Faster R-CNN Resnet50 91.29 93.59 90.85 81.34 89.27
Non-NM 93.41 91.76 94.38 90.34 92.47
Our Method 97.33 97.77 96.25 94.16 96.38
specificity of 96.39%, and an AUC of 98.26%, which are better
than Lin’s method. The relative inferior results in sensitivity,
accuracy, and F1-score can be further improved if we add prior
clinical knowledge into our framework (Lin et al., 2019). Ta-
ble 8 and 9 illustrate the classification results in abdominal and
heart section. We can observe that our method has achieved
quite promising results in most indicators compared with exist-
ing methods. It demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed
method in classifying anatomical structures of all the sections.
4.5. Running Time Analysis
First, We test the running time of detecting a single FS image
in a workstation equipped with 3.60 GHz Intel Xeon E5-1620
CPU and a GP106-100 GPU. The results are given in Fig. 6. It
is observed that detecting a single frame could only cost 0.78s,
which is fast enough to meet clinical needs. As shown in Table
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Table 7. Comparisons about classification results between our method and
other methods in head section.
Indicator Prec Sen ACC F1 Spec AUC
AlexNet 90.21 91.28 92.22 91.77 92.46 95.29
VGG16 92.34 92.48 91.79 90.68 93.71 96.37
VGG19 94.31 93.72 92.91 91.01 94.33 97.14
ResNet50 94.36 93.01 93.96 94.21 92.91 97.59
Lin 93.57 93.57 94.37 93.57 95.00 98.18
Our method 94.63 92.41 94.31 93.17 96.39 98.26
Table 8. Comparisons about classification results between our method and
other methods in abdominal section.
Indicator Prec Sen ACC F1 Spec AUC
AlexNet 91.34 91.24 92.11 90.43 91.53 93.12
VGG16 93.21 93.59 91.33 90.91 92.23 92.76
VGG19 93.42 94.27 92.12 93.91 92.91 93.21
ResNet50 94.52 94.10 93.66 93.76 95.92 96.32
Our method 95.67 93.56 96.31 92.34 97.92 98.54
Table 9. Comparisons about classification results between our method and
other methods in heart section.
Indicator Prec Sen ACC F1 Spec AUC
AlexNet 90.34 91.44 92.32 90.78 91.28 93.87
VGG16 92.76 93.71 92.13 93.12 92.33 93.43
VGG19 93.68 94.31 93.37 92.88 93.54 94.41
ResNet50 95.91 94.31 93.52 93.45 94.42 93.56
Our method 96.71 94.73 93.32 95.91 94.49 95.67
Fig. 5. ROC curves of classification results in three sections
10, we have compared our method with different single-task and
multi-task networks in terms of the average detection speed and
network parameters. It is observed that although the network
parameters of our method are much more than Faster R-CNN
+ ResNet50, there is not much difference in detection time, this
is because our network shared many low-level features, which
could achieve a more efficient detection with using only a few
parameters.
Table 10. The detection speed and parameters of different single-task and
multi-task methods
Method Speed(s) Parameters(M)
Single-task AlexNet 0.015 26.01
VGG16 0.02 67.04
VGG19 0.02 72.1
ResNet50 0.053 22.5
Multi-task Faster R-CNN VGG16 0.534 130.45
Faster R-CNN ResNet50 0.586 27.07
Our Method 0.78 62.38
Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 depict the comparison of our results
with the manually labeled images by experts in the head section,
abdominal section, and heart section, respectively. Our method
displays the classification and detection results simultaneously
to assist in sonographers’ observation. It can be seen that our
method is perfectly aligned with professional sonographers.
5. Discussions
In this paper, an autonomous image quality assessment ap-
proach for FS images was investigated. The experimental re-
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Fig. 6. Running time of detecting single FS image. The abscissa represents
the number of tests.
sults show that our proposed scheme achieves a highly precise
ROI localization and a considerable degree of accuracy for all
the essential anatomical structures in the three standard planes.
Also, the conformance test shows that our results are highly
consistent with those of professional sonographers, and run-
ning time tests show that the image detection speed per frame
is much higher than sonographers, which means this scheme
can effectively replace the work of sonographers. In our pro-
posed network, to further improve detection and classification
accuracy, we also modify the recently published advanced ob-
ject detection technologies and adapt them to our model. The
experiment shows these modules are highly useful, and the
overall performance is better than the state-of-the-art methods
such as the FS image assessment framework proposed by Ze-
hui Lin (Lin et al., 2019). After the Feature Extraction Net-
work, we also divide the network into Region Proposal Net-
work and Class Prediction Network. Accordingly, the features
in the detection network can avoid interfering with the features
in the classification network, so the detection accuracy is fur-
ther increased. Also, the detection speed can be significantly
improved, as the classification and localization are performed
simultaneously.
Although our method achieves quite promising results, there are
still some limitations. First, for the training sets, we regard the
manually labeled FS images by two professional sonographers
as the ground truth, but the results of manual labeling will have
some accidental deviation even though they all have more than
ten years of experience. In future studies, we will invite more
professional clinical expects to label the FS images and collect
more representative datasets. Second, there still remain some
detection and classification errors in our results. This is be-
cause our evaluation criteria are rigorous, and the midsection of
a single anatomical structure could lead to a negative score on
the image. Third, all the FS images are collected from GE Vo-
luson E8 and Philips EPIQ 7 scanner, however, different types
of ultrasonic instruments will produce different ultrasound im-
ages, which may cause our method not to be applied well to the
FS images produced by other machines.
Our proposed method further boosts the accuracy in the assess-
ment of two dimensional FS standard plane. Although three
dimensional and four-dimensional ultrasound testing are popu-
lar recently, they are mainly utilized to meet the needs of preg-
nant women and their families to view baby pictures instead of
serving the diagnosing purpose visually. Two-dimensional ul-
trasound images are still the most authoritative basis for judging
fetal development (AIUM, 2013). As illustrated before, there
are still many challenges for the automatic assessment of 2D
ultrasound images, such as shadowing effects, similar anatomi-
cal structures, different fetal positions, etc. To overcome these
challenges and futher promote the accuracy and robustness of
detection and classification, it may be useful to add some prior
clinical knowledge (Lin et al., 2019) and more advanced atten-
tion modules to the network. In the future, we will also investi-
gate the automatic selection technology for finding the standard
scanning plane, which will find a standard plane containing all
the essential anatomical structures without sonographers’ inter-
vention.
6. Conclusions
The quality control for the FS images is significant for the
biometric measurements and fetal anomaly diagnosis. How-
ever, the current FS examinations require well-trained and ex-
perienced sonographers to perform and are full of subjectivity.
To develop an autonomous quality control approach and offer
objective and accurate assessments, we propose an automatic
FS image quality control scheme in this paper. In our scheme,
we have designed three networks for detection and classifica-
tion based on deep learning. The proposed scheme can reduce
the workload of doctors while ensuring nearly the same accu-
racy and lower the skill requirement of sonographers, which
will make it possible for fetal FS examinations in those areas
where medical conditions are lagging.
Our proposed scheme has been evaluated with extensive exper-
iments. The results show that our scheme is not only compa-
rable to manual labeling by experts in locating the location of
anatomical structures, but also very accurate on the classifica-
tion. Furthermore, evaluating an FS image takes less than a sec-
ond. In the future, we will extend our research into more fetal
sections and try to propose an automatic selection technology
for the standard plane of the FS images.
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Fig. 7. Demonstration that our results perfectly match with the annotations of ground truth in the heart section. The classification results in the left white
box are the ground truth labeled by professional radiologists, and the results in the right white box are the detection results of our method. ’1’ means the
anatomical structure meets the quality requirement, and ’0’ means the structure does not meet the requirement.
Fig. 8. Demonstration that our results perfectly match with the annotations of ground truth in the abdominal section. The classification results in the left
white box are the ground truth labeled by professional radiologists, and the results in the right white box are the detection results of our method. ’1’ means
the anatomical structure meets the quality requirement, and ’0’ means the structure does not meet the requirement.
Fig. 9. Demonstration that our results perfectly match with the annotations of ground truth in the head section. The classification results in the left white
box are the ground truth labeled by professional radiologists, and the results in the right white box are the detection results of our method. ’1’ means the
anatomical structure meets the quality requirement, and ’0’ means the structure does not meet the requirement.
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